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PREFACE
Briefly stated, the goal of the present course material in “Modern Management
Accounting” is to present rational economic thinking. In order to do so we use a
thoroughly developed pedagogical technique which can be used in a teacher led
situation as well as in self-studies. The material is used in the training of business
managers at the Uppsala University, Sweden.
The course that we are hereby offering current and future actors in the new east
European market economies provides managers with the knowledge needed to
control and develop a company in a positive direction. The material is
comparatively extensive and requires a dedicated effort by the student in order to
achieve expected results. This is, however, an effort that will give ample return in
the long term.
The present study guide gives an overview of the goals and contents for the
course as well as detailed reading instructions. It also contains a dictionary of the
economic concepts most commonly used in the course.
Many people have been of great help in the production of the Russian version of
“Modern Management Accounting”. The authors should, of course, be mentioned
first of all: Rune Lönnqvist, Dag Smith and Bengt Öström, teachers and
researchers at the Department of Business Study, Uppsala University.
The translation work has been excellently performed by Igor Ryzhenkov and
Stella Sevander, teachers of Russian at the Umeå University. Among other
collaborators we would especially like to mention Galina Krupina, Oleg Andreev
and Olga Andreeva.
The course material has been thoroughly studied by teachers at the Department of
Industrial Economics and Innovation of the St. Petersburg University of
Economics and Finance. They have provided many constructive comments on the
contents of the course.
Students using this course material are welcome to submit their comments in
order to improve the contents of the course. Since this is the first Russian edition
of the course it is expected that improvements with regard to contents as well as
form will be necessary.
Uppsala and Umeå
August 1994

Ulf E. Olsson
Mats-Olov Olsson
DidaktEkon

DidaktEkon AB, Flogstavägen 120, S-752 72 Uppsala, Sweden
Telephone & telefax: +46 18 460501
Email: olsson@WWW.DidaktEkon.SE
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I.

STUDY GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
This study guide demonstrates the goals and contents of the course “Modern
Management Accounting”. It also provides detailed reading instructions. and a
dictionary of concepts used in the course.
The course is intended for internal training in companies as well as for students
of business administration at institutions of higher education.
In company training programmes the course is primarily designed for decisionmakers in the top and middle management in large companies who need basic
knowledge about economic concepts. Naturally, people who are starting their
own new businesses or who are already established businessmen will also benefit
from this knowledge.

The goals of the course
The course deals with general economic principles as they are expressed in a
company operating in a market economy. This means that the economic
reasoning and methods of analysis that are presented in the course are useful even
for a company that does not have a market type management accounting system
today. Thus, the course primarily deals with acquiring an economic way of
thinking rather than mechanically learning specific techniques.
Detailed knowledge of business economics is no doubt necessary, but if basic
economic reasoning has not been properly understood, it is difficult to learn the
details which lead to success. A mechanical study of details without
understanding basic relations generally results in an inability to correctly use the
economic tools.
The goal of the course is to provide people in managing positions with the
economic knowledge required to actively control and develop a modern company
operating in a market economy.

The structure of the course
The self-study course “Modern Management Accounting” consists of three parts,
each one based on the same pedagogical structure. In terms of contents the three
parts are cumulative so that part 2 presupposes knowledge contained in part 1 and
part 3 presupposes knowledge contained in part 1 and part 2. The course is
completely self-instructive.
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The course consists of the following parts:
Part 1 Financial Accounting
Part 2 Product Costing and Capital Budgeting
Part 3 Accounting for Cost Flows
The course design is based on experiences from pedagogical research showing
that it is easier to learn and use knowledge which
is logically structured,
has been presented both orally and in writing,
has been actively processed by the reader,
is related to the reader’s own experience.
Each part of the course is therefore based on the following building blocks:
•
•
•
•
•

A textbook with all the theoretical knowledge required in order to understand
the topic.
An exercise book filled with practical examples and exercises of varying
degree of difficulty.
Solutions to the exercises with step-by-step explanations so that your own
work can easily be verified.
A number of audio cassettes with explanations and comments on certain key
exercises.
A computer program for accounting to the third part of the course.

Study methods
All parts of the course follow the same pedagogical logic; initially, the problems
are treated theoretically, then follows an oral discussion of one of the key
exercises with detailed comments on how to solve and analyse a specific
problem. When you have studied a certain section of the textbook and listened to
the comments on the audio cassettes belonging to this section it is time for a
practical application of your knowledge on one or more exercises. Finally, after
each exercise you are given an opportunity to verify if your solution is correct.

READ – LISTEN – PRACTICE – VERIFY

By consequently observing the work cycle “read-listen-practice-verify”, proceed
to the following section according to the same work cycle. During the course it
has been found useful to repeat earlier sections to counteract forgetfulness and
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aid learning for life. In this way “Modern Management Accounting” becomes the
efficient tool it is design to be.
As should be immediately realised from what has been said above the training
should not be considered complete merely with reading the textbook. With that it
has, in fact, only started. Not until you completely master and are able to use the
newly acquired knowledge yourself should training be considered completed. It is
application, the concrete use of knowledge, which gives skill, competence, and
understanding. The contents of the course will then be an integrated part of your
self and your views on reality will change and develop.
The whole course will require at least two months full time study for most
students to adequately master its contents. However, it is advisable to study the
course on part time for a period of four to eight months. Study at your own speed
but schedule your studies carefully. The best result is reached with short but
regular working spells. Remember that self-study requires discipline. Whether or
not the studies will be successful is primarily dependent on motivation – on the
fact that you are really interested in learning, that you understand the reasons for
the studies and realise what use you will have of your new knowledge.
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CONTENTS OF THE COURSE
Knowledge of modern management accounting is critically lacking in all Russian
speaking countries as these are currently undergoing a transition to market
economies. This material is well suited for university courses in business
administration and management as well as for retraining of company personnel.
The course gives a basic understanding of the relations between concepts used in
business economics and of the economic effects of company decision-making
about current and future business activities. The course is primarily devoted to
accounting methods and techniques to be used in the management and the
analysis of the economic situation of individual companies. More practically
oriented techniques are only dealt with if these serve to explain general
relationships.
In order for a company to survive in a market economy it should both maintain a
sufficient liquidity to meet its financial obligations and be able to reach a level of
profitability which satisfies the owners’ demand for return on invested capital. It
is the task of the company management and its managers with economic responsibility on all levels to make sure that these two basic requirements are met. In this
context issues such as the following have to be analysed:
• What line of products are most profitable?
• How are sales revenues affected by changed selling prices and how are costs
affected by volume changes and by changes in purchase prices?
• What connections are there between increased terms of credit, sales revenues
and the liquidity of the company?
• What are the connections between the size of capital formation and the company’s profitability?
• What capital investments satisfy the required profitability?
• How can different fields of activity be managed and evaluated?
Analysing such issues requires knowledge of the three topics covered in the
course:
❑ Financial Accounting dealing with basic economic concepts such as costs,
revenues, assets, liabilities, stockholder equity and liquidity and the interrelations
between these concepts.
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❑ Product Costing and Capital Budgeting dealing with cost allocation in price
calculation, pooling of costs in specific decision situations and methods for
evaluation of capital expenditures.
❑ Accounting for Cost Flows dealing with information technology models for
job-order and process accounting as well as methods for expected effects of cost
distribution between different spheres of responsibility in the company.
The course material includes three parts. Each part consists of a textbook, an exercise book with complete solutions and 4-6 audio cassette tapes with recorded
teacher comments on the exercises. Furthermore, to the third part of the course
there is a computer program for accounting. This study guide, containing a
glossary (in Russian and English), is also part of the course material.
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OVERVIEW OF THE THREE PARTS OF THE
COURSE
Part 1

Financial Accounting
by Dag Smith and Rune Lönnqvist

The basic concepts in management accounting and the company’s situation in
terms of income, balance and liquidity.
Income and balance statements
• the income concept
• the relationship between income and balance statements
• the valuation of assets and its impact on income
• shareholders equity
Accounting
• double entry bookkeeping
• annual accounts
Statements of changes in financial position
Financial ratios
Course material:
• Textbook (102 pp.)
• Twenty-seven exercises with solutions
• Four cassette tapes with approx. 5.5 hours of comments on the exercises.

Part 2

Product Costing and Capital Budgeting
by Rune Lönnqvist, Ulf E. Olsson and Bengt Öström

Economic models for the calculation of products and investments to support decision-making in business activities.
Profit planning
• cost-volume-profit charts
• variable and fixed costs
• differential and common costs
• opportunity costs
Calculation according to the absorption costing concept
• direct and indirect production costs
• average cost calculation
• calculation with overhead allocations
7

• activity-based costing
Calculation according to the variable costing concept
• contribution margin, contribution margin ratio
• calculation with relevant costs in situations with idle capacity or bottleneck
problems
Product pricing
• target-return pricing
• influence from competitors and customers on pricing
• price elasticity of demand
• prices and inflation
Capital budgeting
• evaluation of capital expenditures
• different methods of evaluation, e.g. the present value method and the payback
method
• capital budgeting and inflation
Course material:
• textbook (163 pp.)
• fifty-two exercises with solutions
• six cassette tapes with approx. 6.5 hours of comments on the exercises.

Part 3

Accounting for Cost Flows
by Rune Lönnqvist

Accounting for cost flows and feedback information to support the evaluation of
business activities.
Accounts and codes - a new accounting technique
The need for information and the structure of the accounting system
Responsibility accounting
• direct and indirect departmental costs
• cost allocation between departments
• cost allocation by transfer prices
Product cost accounting systems
• product-costing systems in trading companies
• product-costing systems in service companies
• product-costing systems in manufacturing companies - a basic model
• job-order costing
• process costing
• standard-costing
Accounting for cost of capital
• cost of capital in accounting
• calculation of cost of capital
8

Accounting for price-level changes
• measuring income
• depreciation under inflation
• replacement cost depreciation and cost of capital
Course material:
• textbook (120 pp.)
• twenty-nine exercises with solutions
• five cassette tapes with approx. 6.0 hours of comments on the exercises.
• a computer program for accounting.
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READING INSTRUCTIONS
Part 1

Financial Accounting

The concept of income
Of all commonly used economic concepts the concept of profit is outstanding.
This special position depends on the fact that the company must show positive
profits in order to survive. During shorter periods a company might manage
despite negative profits, but in the longer term the company will be squeezed out
from the capital markets if it cannot show positive profits. Neither banks nor
owners will want to invest in a company showing negative profits.
All workers in a company need a deeper understanding of the concept of income.
This is especially important for managers and other decision-makers. The
purpose of this course material is to provide a broad and comprehensive
economic knowledge for managers and others who read yearly reports and who
design and use various economic reports themselves.

1.

Study Chapter 1 in order to get an overview of the contents
of the textbook. Then read Chapters 2 and 3.

In Chapter 2 the meaning of the concept of income is defined and explained. The
definition takes the company’s relation to its owners as a point of departure and
shows that the profit is equal to the dividends to the owners plus the change in
the owners wealth in the company.

The relation between income and balance statements
Chapter 3 illustrates the differences between payments and revenue and cost.
Payments designate changes in liquid assets which are one type of the company’s
assets, while revenue and cost designate changes in the company’s total assets,
i.e. changes in the difference between the company’s total assets and liabilities.
Revenues are defined as an increase in the difference between assets and
liabilities, that is, an increase of the company’s net assets. Costs are defined as a
decrease of the difference between the company’s assets and liabilities, that is, a
decrease of the company’s net assets. Since income is equal to the change of the
owners’ wealth in the company – the net assets – income can also be defined as
revenues minus costs.
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2.

Listen to lecture 1, where comments are given on exercises
no. 1 and 4.

3.

Solve exercises no. 2, 5, 8 and 9 on your own and check
your answers.

4.

Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 3, 6 and 7.

Different methods for valuation of assets
How assets should be valued is one of the most discussed issues in accounting.
The problem is important since the valuation of assets also decides the
company’s income for the period. A short summary of alternative evaluation
methods is given in the book (p. 18 ff.). In legislation and practice it has been
decided that the valuation of assets should be based on the principle of purchase
value and the principle of conservatism, that is, not to account for any increase of
value until it has been confirmed through a sale, but acknowledge a decrease of
value as soon as it has occurred.

5.

Listen to lecture 1, where comments are given on exercise
no. 13

6.

Solve exercise no. 14 on your own.

Income and balance statements
An income statement is a systematic report of the company’s revenues and costs,
and the balance statement is a report of the company’s assets and debts. Various
countries have different practices when it comes to the order of the posting and
what subtotals should be calculated. In this course we present a model that is
common in western companies.

7.

Read sections 4.1 and 4.2.

8.

Listen to lecture 1, where comments are given on exercise
no. 11.

9.

Solve exercise no. 10 on your own.
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Shareholders’ equity
The shareholders’ equity is a concept that is often misinterpreted. Concepts like
capital stock, retained earnings etc. make you think of resources that exist
somewhere in the company. Surely, the owners’ equity is equal in sum to assets
minus debts and therefore measures the owners’ wealth in the company. The
misinterpretation that is sometimes made is that one and the same wealth is
accounted for twice. It happens that people see the wealth in the company assets
and in addition believe that there is a wealth in the owners’ equity which is
wrong. The owners’ equity is simply the mirror image of the specific assets and
debts that exist in the company.
Extensive explanations are given in the textbook to the fact that owners’ equity
should be included in the balance statement and the reasons for making a new
division of the difference between the company’s assets and debts through the
owners’ equity are stressed. As already mentioned, in a stock company the
difference between assets and debts shows the size of the owners’ wealth in the
company. The owners’ equity, on the other hand, shows a division of the same
amount according to whether or not the owners might take out parts of the
company assets as dividends.

10. Read section 4.3.
11. Listen to lecture 2, where comments are given on exercises
no. 16 and 17.
12. Solve exercise no. 15 on your own.

Basic principles for double entry bookkeeping and balancing of books
The section on bookkeeping on accounts is focused on the principles for double
entry bookkeeping and shows how business transactions can be accounted for in
a system of accounts for assets, debts, revenues and costs. The textbook does not
deal with practical bookkeeping issues such as setting up of a debitors ledger, the
detailed design of charts of accounts, formal rules for keeping books or the
design of computerised accounting programs. The purpose is not to train
bookkeeping personnel, but rather to give managers and other personnel an
understanding of accountancy on a higher and more principle-related level. In
order to facilitate the overview the bookkeeping is done on so-called T-accounts.
In real-world companies more elaborated techniques is required.
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As an increasing number of companies are using computers for their accounting
closures of the books through the so-called scanning method have become more
common. This means that no entries are done on the accounts at closure of the
books. Instead, the balance found on an account at the end of the period is
entered into the balance or income statements.

13. Read Chapter 5.
14. Listen to lecture 3, where comments are given on exercise
no. 21, but skip the financial analysis.
15. Solve exercises no. 22 and 23 on your own, but skip the
financial analysis.
16. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 24, 25 and 26,
but skip the financial analysis.

Statement of changes in financial position
In addition to income and balance statements the annual reports from large
companies also often contain a funds statement which basically describes the
company’s payments during the past year. Funds statements might be organised
in a variety of ways. In the textbook a model has been chosen that closely
corresponds to international recommendations with the following basic structure:
+/- The net payments which should have been created by the business activity if
the working capital had been constant. (Sales minus wages, materials, etc.)
+/- Changed payment flows caused by changes in the working capital. (Increased
receivables decreases the inflow from customers, etc.)
-

Payments for investments during the period. (Payments for purchased
machines, etc.)

+

Payments from the capital market. (New loans, new funds from the owners,
instalments, etc.)

=

Changes in the company’s liquid assets.

Funds statements provide important information for banks and other financial
institutes about the company’s ability to avoid insolvency threats and they might
also give a picture of the company’s strength. A company in which the activity
generates a positive cash flow covering the investment needs is strong and
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independent in its relation to banks, while a company where the activity creates a
negative cash flow is totally dependent upon decisions on the capital market.
The management of a company often finds it necessary to obtain a picture of the
economic situation of its customers, its suppliers and competitors and to do this it
then needs to be able to read and interpret a funds statement.

17. Read section 6.1.
18. Listen to lecture 2, where comments are given on exercise
no. 20.
19. Listen to lecture 4, where comments are given on exercise
no. 24.
20. Solve exercises no. 18 and 19 on your own.
21. Repeat if necessary by making the funds statements in
exercises no. 21-26.

Financial ratios
By compiling economic information about the company in the form of financial
ratios an assessment of the company’s economic situation is facilitated and
comparisons with previous activity or other companies are made possible. The
textbook discusses three types of key figures:
Return on equity shows what profitability the owners are getting on their wealth
in the company.
Return on capital employed which in principle shows what rate of return the
company has created on its borrowed capital and on the owners’ equity.
Equity ratio shows the company’s ability to survive for a number of years when
working at a loss.
In order to be able to interpret such key figures an understanding is required of
how the calculations are made. In addition to the study of the textbook it is
advisable to work through the exercises in accordance with the following order:
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22. Read section 6.2.
23. Listen to the end of lecture 4, where comments are given on
exercise no. 27, the task relating to the industrial company
Atlas Copco.
24. Solve one of the tasks in exercise no. 27 on your own.
25. Repeat if necessary by solving the rest of the tasks in
exercise no. 27.
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Part 2

Product Costing and Capital Budgeting

In part 1 of the course – Financial Accounting – we studied the economy of the
whole company. In this part – Product Costing and Capital Budgeting – we
change perspective and concentrate on economic issues relating to the company’s
various products as well as the economic consequences of single investment
projects. The purpose of costing is to establish support for decisions, but it is
important to state at the outset that costing is only a part of the decision making.
A number of other factors which are difficult to capture in economic terms might
have strong influences in the actual decision situation. Working environment
considerations, possibilities for a more advanced collaboration with other
companies and other more long term, strategic factors are examples of factors
influencing decisions.
There are often specially trained personnel in companies who draw up the
calculations that the company management uses as decision support. The purpose
of the textbook and the exercises is to train those persons who need to establish
the prerequisites for calculations and who need to be able to interpret calculations
rather than to train calculation specialists. In order to correctly realise weaknesses
and deficiencies in calculations knowledge is needed about how calculations are
made and upon what conditions ordinary calculation models are based.

1.

Read Chapter 1 in order to get an overview of the contents
of the textbook.

Profit analysis
Decisions entailing volume changes in the company affect revenues as well as
costs and thereby the company’s profits. Revenues are here supposed to vary
proportionally with volume. A bit further on in the book (in Chapter 6) more
detailed relations between sales prices and volumes are discussed. Costs are
grouped in fixed and variable costs depending on whether or not they are affected
by volume changes.
Under certain simplifying assumptions the following basic model might be used
to analyse the effect of volume on profits:
Income = (sales price - variable unit cost) • volume - fixed cost
One application of income analysis is to calculate the volume at which the
company’s profit is zero in order to establish a measure of how close to this point
16

the company can operate, that is, to calculate the company’s safety margin. It is
important that all managers in the company have a clear comprehension of the
possible consequences of a sales reduction so that they are able to rapidly take
counter-measures.
Before deciding about an advertising campaign comparisons should be made
between the costs of the campaign and the income rise that the expected volume
increase might produce. This is another application of income analysis.

2.

Read Chapter 2.

Traditional profit analysis
3.

Listen to part 1 of lecture 1, where comments are given on
exercises no. 1 and 3.

4.

Solve exercises no. 2 and 4 on your own.

5.

Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. 6.

Profit and liquidity analysis
6.

Listen to part 2 of lecture 1, where comments are given on
exercise no. 5.

Profit analysis with several products
7.

Listen to part 2 of lecture 1, where comments are given on
exercises no. 8 and 10.

8.

Solve exercise no. 9 on your own.

9.

Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 7 and 11.

A theoretical model for costing

10. Read through Chapter 3 and repeat the chapter after you
have studied both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

With the help of examples Chapter 3 illustrates some important principles for
calculations, on the one hand, the principle that “what is done is done” and thus
17

that only future effects should be included and, on the other hand, the principle
that current capacity should be assessed according to its opportunity cost, that is,
according to what revenues an alternative use of the factory capacity would have
produced. The example leads up to the theoretically correct model:
Changed revenues - changed costs - opportunity costs
Unfortunately, opportunity costs are difficult (and often expensive) to measure.
In practice, therefore, calculation models have to be simplified. In the short term
there are no significant opportunities to find an alternative way of using or
adapting capacities. Then it might be appropriate in absorption costing to
approximate the opportunity cost by the distributed cost of purchased capacity.

Absorption costing

11. Read Chapter 4 (except Appendix)

Full costing is frequently used in companies for a number of different decisions.
It is important that salesmen, purchasers and management have knowledge about
the conditions and limitations of calculations. Full costing is sometimes used as
an argument in price negotiations. A profound insight into the weaknesses in your
opponents calculations, for example, might often be essential to achieve a good
negotiations result.
In full costing all costs are allocated between the company’s products. Certain
costs, the direct costs, can be measured per product while other costs, the indirect
costs, cannot be measured per product, but must be allocated in the same
proportion by a suitably chosen index for distributing overheads.
The basic criterion for the choice of index for distributing overheads is that the
index should reflect a cause-effect relation between products and costs. Products
that require much machine time for their production should, for instance, carry
more of the costs for machine capacity, repair and maintenance etc. In order to
more easily find good cause-effect relations the indirect costs are often ordered
according to functions such as purchase, production etc. or according to the
company’s organisational structure. For each and every one of these groups a
cost allocation is then made on to the products.
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Costing for companies with one product
12. Listen to lecture 2, where comments are given on exercise
no. 12.
13. Solve exercise no. 13 on your own.
14. Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. l5 and read
through exercise no. 14.
Costing for companies with several products
15. Listen to lecture 2, where comments are given on exercises
no. 16 and 17.
16. Solve exercise no. 18 on your own.
17. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 19 and 20.
Costing in manufacturing companies
18. Read the Appendix to Chapter 4.
19. Listen to lecture 2, where comments are given on exercise
no. 25.
20. Solve exercises no. 22 and 26 on your own.
21. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 23, 24, 27 and
28.

The variable costing concept
Many good businesses have been lost because management did not
understand when the variable costing concept would give a better picture of
the economic reality than would full costing. In situations when free
capacity cannot be used in any alternative way only those costs that are
affected by the decision should be included. The calculations are often seen
as paradoxical, selling a good at a price that is lower than its full cost might
lead to a higher profit. The explanation to this paradox lies in the fact that
parts of the full cost have to be paid whether or not the business is really
done.
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The chapter describes two situations where variable costing gives a more
correct picture of reality than does full costing:
•

Situations where parts of the company’s capacity are idle and cannot be
used in other profitable ways.

•

Situations in which there has occurred “bottlenecks” in the activity.

In the latter situation variable costing might be used in order to find the
optimal use of the limited capacity. This is a model which, i.a., might be
used for production planning.

22. Read Chapter 5.
Variable costing in situations with free capacity
23. Listen to lecture 3, where comments are given on exercises
no. 29 and 30.
24. Solve exercise no. 31 on your own.
Variable costing in situations with “bottlenecks”.
25. Listen to lecture 3, where comments are given on exercise
no. 32.
26. Solve exercise no. 34 on your own.
27. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 33, 35 and 36.
Sections 5.4 and exercise no. 37 contain a special variant that
might be regarded as part of an advanced course.

Product pricing

28. Read Chapter 6.

In the two previous chapters costs have been at the centre of attention, but
revenues, that is, sales prices and volumes, are equally important for the
company’s profitability. A calculation of the costs for producing and selling a
product is an important point of departure for pricing, but every company
20

operating in a market economy must also consider the reactions of its customers
and competitors.
A number of factors influence how customers and competitors react on price
changes:
•

Type of product, for example, standard products or customised products, etc.

•

The market type, the number of sellers and buyers as well as the size of their
demand and supply.

•

The development of demand, for example, a new, fast growing product or a
mature one, the business cycle situation, etc.

In Chapter 6, furthermore, a number of pricing strategies are discussed which are
common in market driven companies, such as penetration strategy, price
skimming strategy, price discrimination. Pricing under inflation is discussed as
well.
In an Appendix to Chapter 6 the so-called DuPont analysis is described, in which
different methods for improving the company’s profitability are illustrated. It is
easy to realise that profits will improve if prices are raised or if costs are reduced,
but, in addition to this, every decision-maker in a leading positions needs a clear
picture of the relation between capital employed and profitability.

Capital budgeting
Investments are projects that give economic consequences during a number of
years in the future. In order to be able to evaluate such projects, methods are
needed that take “the time value of money” into account, that is, the fact that
payments in a near future have a higher value than payments further away in
time.
The importance of capital budgeting varies. Sometimes future consequences are
so difficult to predict that a mathematical solution becomes meaningless. In other
cases investments are necessary, that is, the company has no other alternatives if
it wants to survive in its branch. Examples of investment decisions for which
calculations have a great significance are the choice between buying or renting
equipment, the choice between different alternative solutions of a problem, costsaving investments, etc.
Mathematical experts and computers should handle the sometimes advanced
mathematical calculations required. In the textbook we focus on the principles on
which these calculations are based and the conditions that have to be met in order
to make the calculation valid. As a decision-maker it is important to realise the
21

weaknesses of the calculation as well as its benefits. Furthermore, it is the task of
the management to establish the discount rate to be used in the assessment of
investment projects.

29. Read Chapter 7.
30. Use exercises no. 38-40 to repeat the interest mathematics
described in Chapter 7.

Methods for capital budgeting
The chapter deals with the pros and cons of the following four methods for
investment calculations:
The net present value method, where all payments are discounted to their present
value and compared.
The pay-back method where the project’s payments are compared from a
liquidity perspective.
The annuity method where the project’s payments are transformed into equally
sized yearly payments which are then compared.
The internal rate of return where the project’s percentage yield is calculated and
compared to the established discount rate.

31. Read Chapter 8.
32. Listen to part 1 and the beginning of part 2 of lecture 3,
where comments are given on exercises no. 41 and 42.
33. Solve exercise no. 44 on your own.
34. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 43 and 45.
35. Listen to the end of part 2, lecture 4, where comments are
given on exercise no. 46.
36. Solve exercise no. 48 on your own.
37. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 47, 49 and 50.
Skip exercises no. 51 and 52 unless you have access to a
computer.
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Part 3

Accounting for Cost Flows

The title Accounting for Cost Flows should not be interpreted as if the textbook
contains a lot of accounting techniques. Surely there are sections that deal with
technical aspects, but the main part of the technical material is radically
simplified in order to enhance principles and theories. The main part of the book
does not, however, contain any accounting techniques but is devoted to
illustrating different ways of controlling an organisation by the help of economic
information and economic measures. It contains a discussion as to how cost
redistributions between various departments and internal prices might affect the
activity of the company, how various ways of including capital costs in reports
might affect the capital used within the company and how the assessment of costs
at current prices might help the company to maintain its capacity in times of
inflation. The book also contains a few sections which are valuable for the
company accountant and other bookkeeping personnel, but most of the text is
intended for purchasers, salesmen, production managers and all senior managers
in the company.

1.

Read Chapter 1 in order to get an overview of the contents
of the book.

Accounting with codes
Chapter 2 shows in principle how you might use codes in order to store
information about what happens in the company. In general, codes mean nothing
new compared to accounts. The benefits are rather psychological since coding
allows the information to be structured in way that is easier to handle and,
thereby, the risk for misdesignations is diminished.

2.

Read Chapter 2.

3.

Listen to lecture 1, where comments are given on exercise
no. 2.

4.

Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. 1.
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From reports to accounts plans
Chapter 3 describes how an information system for the company might be
designed. It is the task of the company management to design a suitable system
that offers relevant information to various officials. Simultaneously, information
management is an important means of control for the company management. By
charging the sales manager with the costs for capital employed in the stock of
finished goods management could balance the demands from the sales
department for short delivery time to the customers. Such demands on short
delivery times usually will lead to large stocks of finished goods.
The basic idea of the chapter is to show how the company management can start
its work with the formulation of a number of specific economic reports which are
subsequently analysed and thus provide the foundations for the design of the
company accounting system.

5.

Read Chapter 3.

6.

Listen to lecture 1, where comments are given on exercise
no. 4

7.

Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. 3.

Cost centres and transfer pricing
How costs should be allocated between the various departments of the company
is an issue that often causes intensive discussions. It is important that the
company management is engaged in these issues and is able to design a system
that works for the benefit of the entire company. An example will show what
effects a well-designed cost distribution can achieve. Let us imagine a company
with one computer department that is providing services for other departments.
One possible model for cost distribution would be to calculate an hourly price
based on the budget of the computer department and that other departments are
charged with this hourly price in accordance with actual use of the service.
Thereby the consuming departments will get signals about the costs caused by the
computer department and they might assess the relative benefits of the
computers. Via the distributed costs the computer department will get signals
about what volumes various departments will use. Simultaneously, there will be a
pressure on the department to hold down its actual costs, since only budgeted
costs are being distributed. Chapter 4 gives an example on other possible
solutions and discusses pros and cons with internal pricing systems.
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8.

Read Chapter 4.

9.

Listen to lecture 1, where comments are given on exercise
no. 5.

10. Listen to lecture 2, where comments are given on exercises
no. 6, 7 and 8.
11. Solve exercises no. 9 and 10 on your own.
12. Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. 11.

Product costing in trading and service companies
Obviously, the activity of the company is decisive for what kind of information
system that is most suitable to use. In the introductory section of Chapter 5 an
example is given on problems which are typical for non-manufacturing
companies. Here it is shown how the information system might be designed in
order to provide a profitability measure for the company’s various products.

13. Read sections 5.1 and 5.2.
14. Solve exercises no. 12 and 13 on your own.

Product costing in manufacturing companies
In a manufacturing enterprise there is a gradual transformation of resources going
on from raw materials to finished products in which various resources, such as
labour, energy, machine time, are used as inputs. The detailed process is suitably
handled by separate information systems but the accounting system should also
be adapted to the physical resource flow in order to give relevant profitability
measures for different parts of the company’s activities.

Actual costing
Here the basic model for accounting in manufacturing companies is presented.
Technically speaking, accounting might be designed in many different ways. We
emphasise the principal design in terms of assets, liabilities and costs. Do not
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read sections 5.4 and 5.5 as technical advice, but try to understand the design
structure of the model.

15. Read sections 5.3 and 5.4.
16. Listen to part 1 of lecture 3, where comments are given on
exercise no. 14.
17. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 15 and 16.

Standard costing
A recurring critique against information systems in companies is that reports tend
to come too late. The effects of a report dealing with events that are two months
old are significantly weaker than reports from just a week ago. Unfortunately, the
demand for fast reporting is in conflict with the demands for exact and correct
data in the reports. A compromise solution is to speed up accounting and
reporting by partly using budget prices and overhead rates. This sometimes
means that reports are based on the indirect costs according to the budget rather
than waiting for actual payments of all invoices relating to indirect costs. That
way it is possible to report the manufacturing costs as soon as the order is
effectuated.

18. Read section 5.5.
19. Listen to part 1 and the start of part 2 of lecture 3, where
comments are given on exercise no. 17.
20. Repeat if necessary by solving exercises no. 18, 19 and 20.

Process costing
The accounting models described above should be used in situations where it is
possible to identify specific production orders or customer orders. For companies
engaged in process production other accounting models are required. Examples
of such companies are breweries, refineries, etc.
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21. Read sections 5.6 and 5.7.
22. Listen to part 2 of lecture 3, where comments are given on
exercises no. 23. and 24.
23. Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. 25.

Cost of capital
The financial problems of the firm might be summarised through the following
questions:
• How much capital does the company need?
• What should be the relationship between owners’ equity and borrowed
capital?
• What type of loans and stock issues should the company use?
Questions about capital inputs by the owners are often handled by the top
management, which, together with the company board, decides about prices of
stock issues and other conditions. Thus, the balance between owners’ equity and
borrowed capital is a question for the top management.
The type of loans, securities, interest conditions etc., are issues that in large
companies are dealt with by special financial departments and in smaller
companies often are handled by the managing director or financial manager.
The responsibility for the amount of capital needed by the company ultimately
rests with the company management, but the actual capital employment arises in
the various departments of the company. One of the means of control available to
the company management for influencing the various heads of departments is to
charge them with a cost for the capital employed in their respective departments.
In Chapter 6 various possible effects of different ways of calculating capital costs
are discussed.

24. Read Chapter 6.
25. Listen to lecture 4, where comments are given on exercise
no. 26.
26. Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. 27.
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Inflation adjusted costing
Inflation means increasing prices, which affects the company in a number of
ways. To give a comprehensive picture of the effects of inflation is beyond the
scope of this book. Here we only discuss a partial solution where depreciation of
fixed assets are adjusted so that they cover the company’s costs for acquiring
similar equipment in the future.

27. Read Chapter 7.
28. Listen to lecture 4, where comments are given on exercise
no. 28.
29. Repeat if necessary by solving exercise no. 29.

Diabas – a computer program for accounting
Teh computer program Diabas was made to meet the special requirements put on
an accounting program to be used for educational purposes. This means that the
program is designed to make use of the computer as an active assistance in the
study of economics in contrast to other common accounting programs which no
doubt will give valuable experiences of how to use the computer, but rarely will
add any knowledge of economics. The fact that income and balanceaccounting in
Diabas is performed after each transaction might be mentioned as an example. To
do the accounting with a continuous reminder of its effects may contribute to a
more general understanding of economic relationships. Another illustration is that
when a conventional computer program offers e.g. income accounting it is indeed
possible to produce it rapidly, but that does not contribute to the development of
the skill to compile such reports. In the Diabas menue you find, of course,
standard reports, but there is also a report generator. This dvice allows the
creation of reports based on your present information needs and leaves he
mechanical calculations to be handled by the computer.
The program will show anyone using economic information in their work how it
is possible to create customized accounts and reports in order to rapidly be able
to direct the activities of the enterprise towards its planned goals. Decision
makers with a need for knowledge of internal accounting are nowadays working
on all levels and in all departments of the enterprise. The present computer
program contributes to a better understanding of the fundamentals of creating
economic accounting systems.
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Access to an IBM compatible computer running MS DOS or MS Windows is the
only requirement for using the program.

30. Read Chapter 1-2 in the manual.
31. Solve the exercises in Chapter 3.
32. Solve the exercises in Chapter 4:
exercise no. 1 (continuation of exercise no. 11)
exercise no. 2 (continuation of exercise no. 14)
exercise no. 3 (continuation of exercise no. 20).
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Lectures and Exercises on the Audio Cassette Tapes
Part 1

Financial Accounting

Lecture 1

Exercises no. 1, 4, 11 and 13

Lecture 2

Exercises no. 16, 17 and 20

Lecture 3

Exercise no. 21

Lecture 4

Exercises no. 24 and 27

Part 2

Product and Capital Budgeting

Lecture 1

Part 1
Part 2

Exercises no. 1 and 3
Exercises no. 5, 8 and 10

Lecture 2

Exercises no. 12, 16, 17 and 25

Lecture 3

Exercises no. 29, 30 and 32

Lecture 4

Part 1
Part 2

Exercise no. 41
Exercise no. 41 (cont.), 42 and 46

Part 3

Accounting for Cost Flows

Lecture 1

Exercises no. 2, 4 and 5

Lecture 2

Exercises no. 6, 7 and 8

Lecture 3

Lecture 4

Part 1
Part 2

Exercises no. 14 and 17
Exercises no. 17 (cont.), 23 and 24
Exercises no. 26 and 28
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II. EXPLANATION OF CONCEPTS

English - Russian Dictionary
(The Russian version of the Study Guide also contains short explanations of the concepts listed.)
English

Russian

Absorption costing, full costing,
Account
Accounting
Accounting equation
Accounting transaction
Accounting with codes
Accounts payable, trade creditors
Accounts receivable, trade debtors
Activity Based Costing
Allocation base
Allocation rate
Amortization
Annuity method
Asset turnover ratio
Assets side
Average cost calculation
Balance
Balance sheet
Bank loan
Bottleneck
Break-even point
Business transaction
Calculation
Calculation with overhead rates
Capital intensive technology
Capital investment calculation
Capital rationalization
Capital tied up
Cartel
Cash acquisition, - sales
Cash flow after investments

Rfkmrekzwbz ct,tcnjbvjcnb
Cx=n
Ex=n
<fkfycjdjt ehfdytybt
<e[ufknthcrfz pfgbcm> ghjdjlrf
Ex=n gjchtlcndjv rjlbhjdfybz
Pfljk;tyyjcnm gjcnfdobrfv> rhtlbnjhs
Pfljk;tyyjcnm gjregfntktq> lt,bnjhs
FDC-rfkmrekzwbz
Jcyjdf hfcghtltktybz !,fpf yfl,fdrb@
Cnfdrf yfrkflys[ hfc[jljd
Gjufitybt ccels
Vtnjl fyyebntnf
Crjhjcnm j,jhjnf rfgbnfkf
Cnjhjyf frnbdjd
Rfkmrekzwbz eltkmys[ bplth;tr
Cfkmlj
<fkfyc> ,fkfycjdsq jnx=n
<fyrjdcrbq pf=v

`Eprjt vtcnj$
Njxrf yektdjq ghb,skb
{jpzqcndtyyfz jgthfwbz
Rfkmrekzwbz
Rfkmrekzwbz yfl,fdjr
Rfgbnfkj=vrfz nt[yjkjubz
Rfkmrekzwbz rfgbnfkjdkj;tybq
Hfwbjyfkbpfwbz rfgbnfkf
Cdzpfyyjcnm rfgbnfkf
Rfhntkm
Pfregrf-> ghjlf;f ghb yfkbxyjq jgkfnt
Ldb;tybt ltyt;ys[ chtlcnd gjckt
rfgbnfkjdkj;tybq

Cash flow before investments

Ldb;tybt ltyt;ys[ chtlcnd lj
rfgbnfkjdkj;tybq

Cash flow from operating activities
Changes in liquid assets
Closing entry
Closure of the books
Code/account plan
Common cost
Contribution margin
Contribution margin calculation
Contribution margin ratio
Cost centre
Cost chart
Cost object
Cost of capacity

Cj,cndtyyst bcnjxybrb abyfycbhjdfybz
Ldb;tybt kbrdblys[ chtlcnd
Jgthfwbz pfrhsnbz cxtnjd
Pfrhsnbt cxtnjd
Gkfy cxtnjd#rjljd
J,obt bplth;rb
Gjrhsnbt pfnhfn
Rfkmrekzwbz gjrhsnbz
Cntgtym gjrhsnbz
Wtynh pfnhfn
Uhfabr pfnhfn
Yjcbntkm pfnhfn
Pfnhfns yf ghjbpdjlcndtyyst vjoyjcnb
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Cost of capital
Cost plus pricing, markup pricing
Costing on actual outcome
Costs for goods sold
Costs, expenses
Cost-volume-profit chart
Credit
Credit acquisition, - sales
Current assets
Current liabilities
Debit
Debt/Equity ratio
Degree of investments financed by cash flow from
operating activities
Depreciation

Pfnhfns yf rfgbnfk
Wtyjdfz yfl,fdrf yf pfregjxye/ cnjbvjcnm
Gjcktle/ofz rfkmrekzwbz
Pfnhfns yf ghjlfyyst njdfhs
Hfc[jls> pfnhfns> bplth;rb
Uhfabr htpekmnfnf
Rhtlbn
Pfregrf-> ghjlf;f d rhtlbn
J,jhjnyst chtlcndf
Rhfnrjchjxyst ljkujdst j,zpfntkmcndf
Lt,tn
Rj'aabwbtyn pfljk;tyyjcnb
Cntgtym cfvjabyfycbhjdfybz
Fvjhnbpfwbjyyst jnxbcktybz yfxbcktybt
bpyjcf

Differential cash inflow
Differential cost
Differential revenue
Direct cost
Direct department costs
Discount rate
Dividend
Double entry accounting
Double entry bookkeeping
Du Pont chart
Economic life
Economies of scale

Xbcnst gjcnegktybz
Lbaathtywbfkmyst bplth;rb
Lbaathtywbfkmyst lj[jls
Ghzvst bplth;rb
Ghzvst bplth;rb jnltkjd
Ex=nysq ghjwtyn !cnfdrf lbcrjynf@
Bp(znbt chtlcnd dkfltkmwfvb> lbdbltyl
Ex=n yf cxtnf[
Ldjqyfz pfgbcm ex=nf
C[tvf l/ Gjynf
"rjyjvbxtcrbq chjr cke;,s
Ghtbveotcndf rhegyjvfcinf,yjuj
ghjbpdjlcndf !`'aatrn vfcinf,f$@

Economies of scope
Equity capital ratio
Estimated costs
Excess demand
Excess supply
Financial accounting
Financial analysis
Financial position
Financing
Fixed assets
Fixed cost
Flow value
Forecast method
General meeting
Gross income (profit/loss)
Idle capacity
Income (profit/loss)
Income budget
Income statement
Income, profit/loss
Indirect cost
Indirect department costs
Inflation
Initial investment
Interest expenses

"aatrn j[dfnf !ghtbveotcndf j[dfnf@
Ecnjqxbdjcnm
Ghtldfhbntkmyfz rfkmrekzwbz
Bp,snjxysq cghjc
Bp,snjxyjt ghtlkj;tybt
Dytiyzz ajhvf ex=nf !abyfycjdsq ex=n@
Fyfkbp cxtnjd
"rjyjvbxtcrjt gjkj;tybt ghtlghbznbz
Pf=vyst chtlcndf
Jcyjdyst chtlcndf
Gjcnjzyyst pfnhfns
Gfhfvtnhs ldb;tybz
Ghjuyjpbhjdfybt
J,ott cj,hfybt
Dfkjdjq htpekmnfn !ghb,skm/e,snjr@
Cdj,jlyst vjoyjcnb
Htpekmnfn !ghb,skm#e,snjr@
Cvtnf htpekmnfnf
Hfcx=n htpekmnfnf
Ujljdfz ghb,skm#e,snjr
Rjcdtyyst bplth;rb
Rjcdtyyst bplth;rb jnltkjd
Byakzwbz
Jcyjdyjt rfgbnfkjdkj;tybt
Ghjwtynyst hfc[jls
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Interest income
Internal financing
Internal rate of return method

Ghjwtynyst lj[jls
Cfvjabyfycbhjdfybt
Vtnjl c ghbvtytybtv dyenhtyytq
ghjwtynyjq cnfdrb

Inventory at acquisition price
Inventory at sales (market) price
Investment
Investment calculation in nominal terms

Jwtyrf pfgfcf gj pfregjxyjq cnjbvjcnb
Jwtyrf pfgfcf gj ghjlf;yjq cnjbvjcnb
Rfgbnfkjdkj;tybt !bydtcnbwbz@
Yjvbyfkmyfz rfkmrekzwbz
rfgbnfkjdkj;tybq

Investment calculation in real terms
Investment in financial assets
Investment in intangible assets
Invoice
Job-order costing
Just-in-time production

Htfkmyfz rfkmrekzwbz rfgbnfkjdkj;tybq
Abyfycjdst bydtcnbwbb
Ytvfnthbfkmyst dkj;tybz
Cx=n-afrnehf
Ex=n ghb gjpfrfpyjv ghjbpdjlcndt
Ghjbpdjlcndj gj ghbywbge

`cdjtdhtvtyyjcnb$

Key ratio, financial ratio
Legal reserve, restricted reserve
Leverage
Liabilities side
Limited company, incorporated company
Liquid funds
Long-term debts
Long-term fixed cost
Make or buy decision
Management accounting and Financial accounting
Management accounting/cost accounting

Rk/xtdst gjrfpfntkb
Htpthdysq ajyl
"aatrn hsxfuf
Cnjhjyf gfccbdjd
Frwbjythyjt j,otcndj
Kbrdblyst chtlcndf
Ljkujchjxyst j,zpfntkmcndf
Pfnhfns ,tpltqcndbz
Htitybt j ghjbpdjlcndt bkb pfregrt
"rjyjvbxtcrjt eghfdktybt
Dyenhtyyzz ajhvf ex=nf !eghfdktyxtcrbq
ex=n@

Manufacturing company
Margin of safety
Matching principle
Monopoly
Net assets
Net present value (NEP)
Net present value index
Net present value method (NPV-method)
Object for calculation
Offer, tender
Oligopoly
Operating income after depreciation

Ghjbpdjlcndtyyjt ghtlghbznbt
Rhjvrf ,tpjgfcyjcnb
Ghbywbg gfhfkktkmyjuj dpyjcf
Vjyjgjkbz
Cj,cndtyyst chtlcndf ghtlghbznbz
Cjdhtvtyyfz cnjbvjcnm
Ljkz cjdhtvtyyjq cnjbvjcnb
Vtnjl ghbdtltybz r cjdhtvtyyjq cnjbvjcnb
J,(trn rfkmrekzwbb
Ghtlkj;tybt !ltkjdjt@
Jkbujgjkbz
Htpekmnfn ltzntkmyjcnb gjckt yfxbcktybz
bpyjcf

Operating income before depreciation

Htpekmnfn ltzntkmyjcnb lj yfxbcktybz
bpyjcf

Operating volume
Operation
Opportunity cost
Overhead costs
Owners’ equity
Paid-in capital/new issue (of stock)

J,(=v [jpzqcndtyyjq ltzntkmyjcnb
{jpzqcndtyyfz ltzntkmyjcnm
Fkmnthyfnbdyst bplth;rb
Yfrkflyst hfc[jls
Bveotcndj dkfltkmwtd d ghtlghbznbb
Dkj;tybt chtlcnd dkfltkmwfvb> yjdfz
'vbccbz

Partnership
Payback method
Perfect competition
Price adjusted depreciation

Njdfhbotcndj
Vtnjl jregftvjcnb
Cdj,jlyfz rjyrehtywbz
Rfkmrekzwbjyyfz fvjhnbpfwbz
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Price discrimination
Price elasticity of demand
Price leadership
Price penetration strategy
Price skimming strategy
Process costing
Product
Product- and period cost
Product costing
Product differentiation
Profit centre
Profit margin
Rate of return

Lbcrhbvbyfwbz wty
"kfcnbxyjcnm wtys
Kblthcndj d wtyf[
Cnhfntubz ghjybryjdtybz
Cnhfntubz cyznbz ckbdjr
Ex=n ghb ytghthsdyjv ghjbpdjlcndt
Ghjlern
Pfnhfns yf ghjlerwb/ b hfc[jls gthbjlf
Rfkmrekzwbz ghjlerwbb
Bylbdblefkbpfwbz ghjlerwbb
Wtynh htpekmnfnf
Rj'aabwbtyn ghb,skmyjcnb
Htynf,tkmyjcnm !dsujlyjcnm> lj[jlyjcnm>
ghb,skmyjcnm@

Real return
Realization convention
Replacement price/cost
Replacement price/cost

Htfkmysq lj[jl
Ghbywbg htfkbpfwbb
Ltqcnde/ofz wtyf
Cnjbvjcnm !wtyf@ ghbj,htntybz> pfregjxyfz
wtyf

Required profitability
Residual value
Resonsibility accounting
Responsibility accounting
Restricted equity
Retained earnings
Return on capital employed
Return on equity
Revenue
Sales revenue
Service company
Share capital
Standard costing
Standard price (cost)
Statement of change in financial position
Step contribution reporting
Stepped cost
Stepped cost
Stock value
Stock, inventories
Stockholders’ equity
Strategic investment
Substitute
Theoretical calculation model
Trading company
Transaction plan
Transfer price
Unrestricted equity
Value added
Value added ratio
Variable cost
Working capital

Djcnht,jdfyyfz dkfltkmwfvb ghb,skm
Jcnfnjxyfz cnjbvjcnm
Ex=n gj gjlhfpltktybzv
Ex=n c gjpbwbb jndtncndtyyjcnb
Cdzpfyysq cj,cndtyysq rfgbnfk
Ythfcghtltk=yyfz ghb,skm
Htynf,tkmyjcnm ghbvtyztvjuj rfgbnfkf
Htynf,tkmyjcnm cj,cndtyyjuj rfgbnfkf
Lj[jl
Dshexrf jn ghjlf;b
Ghtlghbznbt caths eckeu
Frwbjythysq rfgbnfk
Ex=n c ghbvtytybtv yjhvfnbdys[ bplth;tr
Yjhvfnbdyfz wtyf
Abyfycjdsq fyfkbp
Gj'nfgyfz rfkmrekzwbz
Gjhjujdst pfnhfns
Eckjdyj-gjcnjzyyst pfnhfns
Gfhfvtnhs gjkj;tybz
Pfgfc njdfhjd
Cj,cndtyysq rfgbnfk
Cnhfntubxtcrbt bydtcnbwbb
Ce,cnbnen !pfvtybntkm@
Ntjhtnbxtcrfz vjltkm rfkmrekzwbb
Njhujdjt ghtlghbznbt
Gkfy ex=nys[ jgthfwbq
Dyenhtyybt wtys
Cdj,jlysq cj,cndtyysq rfgbnfk
Cnjbvjcnm gththf,jnrb
Ljkz cj,cndtyyjq gththf,jnrb
Gthtvtyyst pfnhfns
J,jhjnysq rfgbnfk
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